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But how could books so small be important for
learning and development? 
 
Drawing is both a precursor to writing* (a series of
drawing patterns) and a communication tool and tool
for expression, alongside verbal speech, play and
singing. Drawing helps children to develop the fine
motor skills they need to write as well as visual skills
and memory skills, which are the same used for
handwriting. As such, drawing is a cornerstone for
early literacy development.
 
There are other benefits of drawing too, especially
when it is a shared activity between parent and child.
These include enhancing the parent and child
relationship through fun and play, providing
opportunities to teach children about the world (eg
colours, shapes) and developing verbal speech through
parent and child interaction.
 

Squiggle
Kids

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s  o n  p u r c h a s i n g  t h e s e  m i n i
d r a w i n g  b o o k s  f o r  y o u r  c h i l d !
Small in size but not in important learning and development,
these mini drawing books are the perfect screen-free activity
for you and your child for waiting rooms and cafes. In fact,
they're great for whenever you're on the go!
 

*Academic references
MacFarland, L, Mackenzie, N and Thompson,
N (2018), Early childhood educators’ and
parents’ perspective of literacy for children
under three: An exploratory study, NZ
International Research in Early Childhood
Education Journal, 21(2), 45-58.
Mackenzie, N (2011), From drawing to writing:
What happens when you shift teaching
priorities in the first six months of school?,
Australian Journal of Language and Literacy,
34(3), 322-340.

And please

excuse the

hiccups  - POP

- it 's  why they

cal l  me

Squiggle Pop!

Hi!  I 'm Squiggle Pop!
I 'm a caterpi l lary k inda
guy with a  crayon tai l

- perfect for
squiggl ing fun!  

I 'm in  these books to
help get your  chi ld

started
 drawing!

Tips for using these books
 
Use Squiggle Pop's (see left!) prompts to encourage
your child to draw. Add others to inspire and extend
your child!
 
Treat Squiggle Pop's prompts as suggestions only - if
your child goes off script, great! These books are all
about encouaging children to draw and build
confidence drawing anything and everything that
interests them!
 
Children will respond in their own way to the activities.
Some children will need more parent involvement than
others and this may change over time. Take your cues
from them and get involved!
 
The final page (full A4 page) provides lots of room for
your child to explore their unique ideas, with some
starters from Squiggle Pop. There's no limit to what can
be created on that page!
 
Where next? Get a big piece of paper - could be white,
green or brown or whatever is at hand. Encourage your
child to draw all their farmyard friends together in a
farmyard home.  
 
Drawing really can be a fun experience for everyone.
Let your guard down and join in! Yes, we are talking to
you, mums and dads! 
 Want to know more?

For guidance on the wide and fun range of drawing tools, drawing ideas and the developmental stages
of drawing, see www.memobooks.com.au/squigglekids/ or come to one of our workshops.
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Next, add two dots.
A button, perhaps?
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First, can you draw a
circle like this, only

bigger?

Now add some ears
and eyes! 

Oink, oink - it's a pig!

Squiggle
Kids

Now add another circle
and it's a wheel!

 Or a doughnut - yum!
1

2 3
4

Hi there!
Are you ready to

draw some - POP -
farmyard friends

with me? 
Try my suggestions

on - POP - each
page.

 And use the space
on each page to

draw! 
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Squiggle  Kids

Get more drawing activity books by Squiggle Kids at

www .memobooks .com .au/squigglekids/

Wow! 

Great job with

 the drawing!

 Now I think your 

pig needs a big 

round piggy tummy

 and some legs.

Can you add them?

 
 

And what about

a lovely muddy

home and a

piggy friend or

two?

5
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First, can you draw
an oval shape, more

long than high?

Now add a nose, an
eye, a tail and some

spots! Woof, woof - it's
a dog!

Next, add two ears
and four legs.

Squiggle
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Next, add another
smaller oval shape,

like this.
1

2 3
4

Hi there!
Are you ready to

draw some - POP -
farmyard friends

with me? 
Try my suggestions

on - POP - each
page.

 And use the space
on each page to

draw! 
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Get more drawing activity books by Squiggle Kids at

www .memobooks .com .au/squigglekids/

Wow! 
Great job

 on the
 - POP -
 drawing!

 
 
 

Now, what

about drawing a

ball for your dog

to chase and a

nice big park

for it to run

around in?

5
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First, can you draw a
squiggle like this by

going round and
round?

Now add some ears, a
nose and some eyes! 
Baa, baa - it's a sheep!
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Next, add four 
lines for legs, like this! 

Now, can you add a
circle to the edge of

one side of the
squiggle?

1
2 3

4

Hi there!
Are you ready to

draw some - POP -
farmyard friends

with me? 
Try my suggestions

on - POP - each
page.

 And use the space
on each page to

draw! 
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Get more drawing activity books by Squiggle Kids at

www .memobooks .com .au/squigglekids/

Wow! 
Love your

- POP - work
on the drawing!

 
 
 

Now, what

about drawing a

grassy paddock

- POP - and a

couple of

wooley friends

for your sheep

to play with?

5
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To start, can you
draw a line like this?

Now, add a long tail
and a dot for an eye. 

Squeak, squeak - it's a
mouse!
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Next, two ears please -
one, two.

Now add a round top
to the line.

1
2 3

4

Hi there!
Are you ready to

draw some - POP -
farmyard friends

with me? 
Try my suggestions

on - POP - each
page.

 And use the space
on each page to

draw! 
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Squiggle  Kids

Get more drawing activity books by Squiggle Kids at

www .memobooks .com .au/squigglekids/

Super effort 
on the drawing!

 Do you know what
 food - POP - mice

love the most? 

What's your

favourite food?

Maybe you

could draw it

for your mouse

to try too!

5

Cheese! 
Could you draw some 

for your mouse
 to eat?
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First, draw an egg
shape. This farmyard
friend starts in nature

like this - hint, hint!

Now for some tail
feathers, an eye and
two legs with claws,
please. Book, book -

it's a chook!

Squiggle
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Now add a circle off to
one side of the egg

shape, like this. 

Next, add a zigzag
crest, a dot for an eye
and a pointy nose or

beak! 
1

2 3
4

Hi there!
Are you ready to

draw some - POP -
farmyard friends

with me? 
Try my suggestions

on - POP - each
page.

 And use the space
on each page to

draw! 
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Get more drawing activity books by Squiggle Kids at

www .memobooks .com .au/squigglekids/

Terrific work!
Did you know that 

chooks love to
- POP -
scratch

around in the garden
for worms 
and bugs?

 
 

Could you draw

your chook a

garden and a

couple of

friends to

scratch around

with?

5
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First, can you draw
an oval shape like
this, only bigger?

Now for some
whiskers, dots for eyes
and a round cotton tail.
Hop, hop - it's a rabbit!

Squiggle
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Now can you add a
circle onto the oval so
it looks like the number

eight?

Next, can you add two
long, pointy ears, like

this? 
1

2 3
4

Hi there!
Are you ready to

draw some - POP -
farmyard friends

with me? 
Try my suggestions

on - POP - each
page.

 And use the space
on each page to

draw! 
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Get more drawing activity books by Squiggle Kids at

www .memobooks .com .au/squigglekids/

Great effort on the
drawing!

 Have you ever patted
a rabbit and seen

it's twitching
 bunny nose close up?

 

What about

adding a bunny

friend or two

for your rabbit

to play with?

5


